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The Cliff-Lorimer method for TEM/STEM EDX analysis is the most common method of EDX quantification. [1] While most researchers use k-factors supplied by the detector manufacturer, it is generally preferable to use experimentally determined standards. Acquiring appropriate multi-element standards can be challenging since these standards need to be homogeneous on a small scale with no surface films. Once adequate standards have been obtained, it is still necessary to account for absorption in the sample.
The  factor method [2] is useful if the sample and holder geometry is well defined and a beam current monitor is available. Few TEMs, though, are equipped with accurate beam current monitors. Also, on many TEMs, there can be a difference in collection efficiency across the sample. For example, on a standard 3-post Omniprobe™ grid held in an FEI double-tilt cradle, the shadowing or "penumbra" [3] of the holder can vary from 7 to 14 degrees depending on the pillar used. The effect on the  factor is illustrated in Table 1 . The advantage of the k-factor technique is that the end user need not measure the beam current accurately (or at all). Also the k-factor technique is not sensitive to the location of the beam on the sample, though it is sensitive to the sample thickness. While the method can use pure element standards, most k-factors are determined using multi-element standards. This adds additional uncertainty to the result.
An approach combining and k factors overcomes some of the problems associated with the individual techniques. Taking the ratio of the factors produces the k-factors. Using pure element standards removes the concern about the stoichiometry of the standard. Only the microscope that is preparing the  factors need be equipped with a Faraday cup.
Both the k-factor and  factor methods require a measurement of sample thickness. FIB needle samples are ideal since the circular cross-section means that the diameter and thickness are the same. The taper on the FIB needle samples also allows multiple measurements at different known thicknesses. By making multiple measurements the uncertainty in the  factor can be estimated. This uncertainty can then be carried through the calculations for the k-factors. The k-factor uncertainty can then be added into the total uncertainty budget of the measurement.
We prepared needle samples from pure elements, mounted the needles in a fixed geometry and collected the spectra using a Tecnai F20 with a 30mm 2 EDAX XLT detector. The probe was stepped along the centerline of the needle and the diameter was measured at each step while monitoring the current with a Faraday cup. The resulting  factors were then averaged and the experimental uncertainty determined. From this information we calculate the absorption-free k-factors relative to Si and the uncertainties as shown in Table 2 . As with all k-factor calculations, absorption corrections should be included for accurate quantification. [5] 
